**POLAR BEAR FACTS**

- The largest polar ever measured was 11 feet tall.
- The polar bear is the largest land predator.
- Its skin is black. Its hair is clear and hollow.
- The hollow hairs channel warm sunlight onto its skin.
- Under its fur coat is a layer of fat called blubber.
- Polar bears are great swimmers and can swim hundreds of miles.
- Polar bears eat seal.

Biologists study polar bears in captivity. This bear has been anesthetized so it could have an exam.

A big black bear. "Polar bears" are not correct.

At the Brookfield Zoo.

Chicago with Dr. Meehan.

---

**ALL ABOUT THE THREE SNOW BEARS**

*Go North!*

I wanted my three bears story to take place in the Arctic, and the bears to be Polar bears. The curious child would be an Inuit child, who traveled by dog sled, and the house she would explore, an igloo. Where would I find these things? Iqaluit and Pangirtung, two places on Baffin Island.

Hello! Hello! Hello! A snowstone carving might be a seal or what is a man.

I went in an igloo in Iqaluit; it was made for the spring holiday. It was -20° below zero, but the igloo was warm, even without the traditional seal oil lamp or qulliq.

Our next stop was Pangirtung, a town known as an art center. Inuit art is appreciated and sought after all over the world. We visited a sod house kept like it would have been fifty years ago. The grandmother told us funny stories which we understood after they were translated from the Inuktitut language into English by her daughter. We drank Labrador tea and ate biscuits. Most women make their own beautiful parkas and carry their children in the big hood, which looks cozy.

---
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A dog team driver is called a “musher”. We took a sled dog trip across frozen Frobisher Bay. The Greenland Inuit dogs are of the Husky type. Sled dogs have lived in the Arctic for thousands of years. Louis-Philip Pothier is the musher in this photo. The dogs belong to Mattie McNair, a famous polar expedition leader. The dogs will be hitched in a “fan hitch” because they spread out and pull. There are no tall trees in Iqaluit. The team goes left at the command of “Gee” and right to the command of “Haw” (most of the time).

Our pet dog was a Siberian Husky. The models for the dogs in my book are Kalle and Maggie, beautiful Siberians. The reddish dog is modeled after Amundsen the lead-dog on our trip in Iqaluit.
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**All About the Three Snow Bears**

Go North!

I wanted my three bears story to take place in the Artic, and the bears to be Polar bears. The curious child who traveled by dog sled, and the house she would explore, an igloo. Where would I find these things? Igloolik and Pangirtung, two places on Baffin Island.
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An Ulu or Woman’s knife

At the art center in Pangirtung, I saw many animal characters drawn with Inuit clothes. Sometimes they are messengers from the spirit world.

Small children’s winter clothes sometime have little ears on the hood.

The female owl carries her chicks in her hood, her coat is so amauti.

The snowy owl is my favorite Artic bird.

A snowstone carving might be a seal or what ever we want.

I went in an igloo in Igloolik; it was made for the spring holiday. It was -20° below zero, but the igloo was warm, even without the traditional seal oil lamp or quillig.

Our next stop was Pangirtung, a town known as an art center. Inuit art is appreciated and sought after all over the world. We visited a sod house kept like it would have been fifty years ago. The grandmother told us funny stories which we understood after they were translated from the Inuktitut language into English by her daughter. We drank Labrador tea and ate biscuits. Most women make their own beautiful parkas and carry their children in the big hood, which looks cozy.
A dog team driver is called a “musher”. We took a sled dog trip across frozen Frobisher Bay. The Greenland Inuit dogs are of the Husky type. Sled dogs have lived in the Arctic for thousands of years. Louis-Philip Pothier is the musher in this photo. The dogs belong to Mattie McNair, a famous polar expedition leader. The dogs will be hitched in a “fan hitch” because they spread out and pull. There are no tall trees in Iqaluit. The team goes left at the command of “Gee” and right to the command of “Haw” (most of the time).

Our pet dog was a Siberian Husky. The models for the dogs in my book are Kälke and Maggie, beautiful Siberians. The reddish dog is modeled after Amundsen, the lead dog on our trip in Iqaluit.